RE-CONNECT WITH YOUR COLLEAGUES AT WORK

SPRING
online ideas
There are no boundaries online

Exploring
different
channels
In 2020 we had to transform
our way of doing business
But we cannot forget about human connections.
Reconnect and spend time together, this year Make It Different!

We are presenting you
different ideas:
Cooking Online
Painting Activity
Visit to Museum of Polish Vodka
Race Around The World (game)
Music Band Online

Different
ideas

Cooking Online Workshop
The whole online event is organized in a fun, relaxing way. Attendees are being taken care of by both our wonderful Chef and
the experienced Event Manager. The moderator is responsible for trouble-free communication between participants and the
Chef and the Event Manager, while our technical team is responsible for the seamless streaming of the meeting.

The online event takes 2 - 2,5 hours. During this time
attendees learn how to cook, find out many interesting
facts about prepared dishes and get to know each other
better - but first of all: they have fun!
During the event attendees prepare (or just watch the
Chef in action :)) a menu with their own hands. Menu will
be discussed with the organizer. Few days before the
event participants will receive the necessary ingredients
list to buy on their own.
Culinary workshop available in below options:
1/ Spring cookies (funny small Bunnies or Hens :)
2/ Polish Easter (spring ) cake MAZUREK
3/ Polish sweet bread called CHALKA
Price - TBA

Painting Online Workshop
Completely independent creation of a picture, under the supervision and instructions of an experienced artist, and in an
entertaining atmosphere - you have to experience it.

The online event takes 1,5 hours. During this time, in the
online version, we can keep the participants focused and
have fun.
Before the event starts, each participant receives a
painting set at their doorstep. This event needs at least 10
working days confirmation deadline.
Cost of streaming for up to 30 pax: 1399 EUR (flat cost).
Cost of materials: 107 EUR per person

Online Visit to Museum of Polish Vodka
We prepared for you an hour online adventure with Polish Vodka. Professionally, with enthusiasm and involvement about Polish
Vodka, its 500-years history, the story of distilling and alcohol production in Poland, several hundred exhibits gathered in one of
our amazing galleries or about the traditions and customs around the Polish table.

Polish Vodka is not only our national heritage, but it is also an
essential attribute of ‘Polishness’ recognised all across the
world. It also a crucial element of Polish culture, which has
been served on Polish tables during celebrations for centuries.
The goal of the Polish Vodka Museum was to create a
space where we could present vodka’s unique history. We
are going to use appealing and modern means to familiarise
the visitors with the process of vodka production, raw
materials used for its production as well as its different
flavours.
Streaming live -> 1590 EUR

Max 100 participants

Race Around The World

Fun, structured globe-trotting race around the world for teams working remotely. All Online.

Benefits: cooperation, communication, relationship building, healthy competition, agile management

The participants, divided into teams, meet online, and then, using
the mobile application and enter the game.
Each team represents an explorer. Players communicate with their
team over video conferencing collaborating to guide their team's
explorer avatar across the globe. To complete all three game levels
successfully with the maximum amount of points, teams must take
notice of online builletins and assess information gleaned from the
game map. Timed stages and the added
pressure of managing limited resources makes for a very engaging
learning
platform.
Duration: 90 minutes
Price per group
up to 20 people -> 1299 EUR

up to 40 people -> 1790 EUR

up to 60 people -> 2200 EUR

up to 80 people -> 2850 EUR

Music Bands Online

Energetic Ladies Band

Violin & Saxophone

Tribute to Frank Sinatra

Band

Duo

Band

Price for 1-3 songs -> 2290 EUR

Price 1690 EUR -> 2 sets 20

Price for 2 sets 20 minutes each ->

Price for 30 minutes -> 2850 EUR

minutes each

2500 EUR

Obligatory Additional Costs
Online studio cost and streaming -> 4 400 EUR

Should you be interested feel free to contact us.
We will check the availability and send you more details.

Contact Us
Email Address
mazurkas@rmazurkas.com.pl

Website
www.mazurkas.com.pl

Your virtual event Partner!

